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school are forgotten. The parerit and teacher, therefore,
should be alert to observe these attendant learnings and see
that the environment is such as to encourage desirable
"concomitants/'
The teacher's part in the learning process is to stimulate
thinking by providing suitable books, pictures, and social
situations and to be a contributing member of the group
with wide experience and knowledge. He can supplement
the children's experiences and help them to analyze and find
solutions for the difficulties or hindrances which they en-
counter in attaining the standards of achievement they have
set for themselves. The teacher should recognize children
as individuals who should be encouraged to progress in wis-
dom and knowledge, appreciations, and skills, at their own
rates and according to their special needs and capacities.
The assignment has already been mentioned as an espe-
cially important factor in learning. A good assignment
(1)	arouses interest and stimulates each pupil in the class;
(2)	requires and gives practice in the more effective kinds
of reading and study habits;  and   (3)   is  formulated co-
operatively by pupils and teacher.   Pupils tend to study in
the way indicated by the assignment.    If the assignment
calls for thoughtful reading and organization of knowledge
around important problems, the pupil will study in that
way.   Through daily assignments, developed in large meas-
ure by the pupils themselves, effective methods of reading
and studying may be concretely demonstrated.   Unless good
study habits are specifically developed, pupils often merely
memorize enough facts to meet the school's requirements be-
cause memorizing is the path of least resistance.
THE FLEXIBLE NATURE OF HABITS
In case this attempt to define habits in definite terms
has given the impression that habits are fixed and inflexible,
a word should be added about the nature of habit. Habits
as Dewey describes them, are ways of using the environment.
In a rapidly changing world, flexible habits that may be
modified as circumstances demand are necessary. For exam-

